


DISCLAIMER

The OptiGROK project and its entire ecosystem encompassing the token, website, brand, smart contract 
and associated intellectual property should not be regarded as a payment service. This document is 
designed solely for educational purposes related to the OptiGROK project and should not be construed 
as financial advice of any nature. The whitepaper does not hold the status of a legal document nor does 
it serve as a solicitation or invitation for investment. Furthermore, it does not guarantee returns on any 
investments made in the token. Please bear in mind that the information contained in this whitepaper may 
change as the project develops. We recommend staying updated via our social media channels to ensure 
you have the latest information on OptiGROK.

It is essential to emphasize that no legal claims are asserted within this whitepaper or on our website. 
OptiGROK is a decentralized initiative that relies on community input and feedback. It lacks shareholders, 
board members, or stakeholders.

OptiGROK is a utility token that plays essential roles within the OptiGROK ecosystem and without it the 
ecosystem would be unable to function. Given the inherent volatility and emerging nature of cryptocurren-
cy technology, individuals involved in the OptiGROK project recognize the substantial risk associated with 
investing in cryptocurrencies and participating in blockchain-based projects. OptiGROK holds no liability 
for any losses or damages sustained by users who choose to engage with the project. OptiGROK is not 
affiliated with Tesla or any related products or services. Users engage with our website, applications and 
interact with the $OptiGROK token entirely at their own risk.
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About the project
In Q4 2023 OptiGROK came into existence with the aim of introducing a fresh era of next 
generation meme coins.  
 
Recognizing the absence of innovation and practicality within the cryptocurrency landscape 
we were convinced that people deserved better. That’s why we initiated OptiGROK—a project 
driven by the community and a strong team of developers. 
Decentralized in nature and designed for amusement and enriched with Web3 powered 
functionalities. This approach positions our project for success in a manner that surpasses the 
aspirations of earlier meme coin endeavors.

Low buy & sell tax

By implementing a 7.5% buy tax and a 7.5% 
sell tax we aim to simplify the process of 
trading $OptiGROK. Our primary goal is to 
foster a vibrant project where our commu-
nity can seamlessly utilize the token without 
encountering any obstacles or undisclosed 
expenses. 

MEME | NFT & Games

Stay tuned for exciting releases of our  
exclusive collection of NFTs and games.  
 
New worlds, new heroes & new bad guys. 
Play to earn games like never before. It’s 
going to be epic. 



Mission and Core Beliefs

We firmly believe that interactive games, NFTs and crypto payments are a natural synergy and this belief 
is further amplified by the current landscape of interactive games and Web3 technology. With the rise of 
Web3, blockchain and decentralized technologies we are witnessing an exhilarating new era in the gaming 
industry.

The integration of NFTs into interactive games offers players real ownership of in-game items and 
characters enabling them to build value within and beyond the game. This fosters deeper community 
engagement and unlocks novel ways to play, earn and trade.

Crypto payments and blockchain technologies enable fast, secure and borderless transactions simplifying 
access to games and in-game purchases on a global scale. This opens the doors to a worldwide market for 
developers and players creating opportunities for greater inclusivity and innovation.

In this evolving landscape we are committed to delivering what people desire: Play-to-earn games that 
are beloved by players and supported by NFTs and rewards. We are thrilled about the possibilities Web3 
presents and aim to engage our community in this exciting journey towards the future of gaming and 
financial technology.



$OPTIGROK Tokenomics

777.000.000.000.000
total supply

35% presale reservation
launching on pinksale

40% used for liquidity
to keep the ecosystem healthy

15% will be burned

10% CEX & promotions
fast tracking the charts

$OptiGROK is an ERC20 token and launched on 
the BNB blockchain in December 2023.

Keep an eye on the website and social channels for the latest news  

and announcements. www.optigrok.com

This token serves as a fundamental  
component within the broader OptiGROK  
ecosystem empowering various aspects 
such as rewards, marketing initiatives and 
other vital functions for the project.

In our commitment to ensuring complete 
transparency you can monitor the token 
supply wallet through our website. 

After completion of the presale the tokens 
will be freely available through at least  
the following channels:



Roadmap

777.000.000.000.000
total supply

35% presale reservation
launching on pinksale

40% used for liquidity
to keep the ecosystem healthy

15% will be burned

10% CEX & promotions
fast tracking the charts

Phase 1

√   Presale & launch   

 -    DEX listings 

 -    1000+ holders

 -    Discord community

Phase 2

- CEX listings

- Community rewards

- 10.000+ holders

- Strategic partnerships

Phase 3 Phase 4

- Newsletter 

- Merch 

- 100.000+ holders

- NFT collection

- Game launches 

- Tier 1 exchange listings

- 1.000.000 holders

- Still on board ? Sit back & relax..



Ecosystem - what to expect

NFTz

In a world where technology is rapidly evolving, branches are emerging between good 
and evil AI. The futuristic character called OptieGROK is a mix between the further 
developed Optimus bot from Tesla and GROK Ai. In our stories we paint a picture of 
enemies, friends, sidekicks, new galaxies, undiscovered technologies and of course  
a wide range of vehicles & advanced weapon systems.  

GamezMerch store Play to earnMEMEs

A significant social media presence requires compelling  
content to captivate and retain audiences. And that is  
exactly what we are going to do.

We are eagerly anticipating a substantial influx of OptiGROK 
NFTs that will soon dominate social media profile pictures.  
 
Keep a close eye on the website and our social media for all 
announcements and progress. This is something you don’t 
want to miss...



Telegram

Follow us on social media

CoinmarketCap DiscordOPTIGROK.com Telegram X / Twitter

For all press inquiries, contact us at hello@optigrok.com


